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Thanks to the «smart» automated system you can now cooking 
becomes not only easy and delicious but absolutely safe and 
it guarantees splendid tasteful results every single time with 
little or no user intervention.

SMART TECHNOLOGY

We didn’t name the technology as SMART with no reason as it is 

«intelligent, clever, resourceful, and insightful». All these epithets can 

be attributed to tour devices. It is the «smart» automation that takes 

over all the functions of the preparation, monitors the progress of the 

process and ensures maximum safety for the user, and you need only 

select the desired program. The unique multi-level security system 

that monitors a set of electronic systems and functions to ensure 

maximum reliability of the use of any of our devices will take care of 

your safety. Among them, first of all, it is worth noting the high pressure 

multicoooker MP5015PSD, equipped with 13 levels of security and 

almost unlimited possibilities in the preparation of many dishes. In 

the MD2560G and MD2360G microwaves the SMART technology is 

realized through the RUSSIAN COUSINE function – a set of

optimized programs for the preparation of the most popular dishes. 

The IG1200B model is unique for the Russian market, because it 

has all the advantages of an induction cooker and an electric grill, 

combined in a single instrument. The BM1000JY breadbaker this 

technology is presented in the program RUSSIAN BAKER, specially 

designed to easily bring to life the most popular recipes of bakery 

products.

EASILY TASTILY

SAFELY





High pressure multi cooker

«Multi» in the word multicooker means multiplicity, the 
recurrence, that is a union of several components. This device 
has really absorbed the «duties» of a pressure cooker, a porridge 
cooker and the making of bread. In a word – multicuisine!

The Oursson MP5015PSD multicooker – it is not only 

a great helper of the housewife in the kitchen that can fry, 

steam, boil, braise, bake, but also a convenient alternative 

to the set of old kitchen items.

After all, it is incredibly convenient when there is no need 

to wash a huge mountain of dishes to cook, for example, the 

first dish. Now you can do it all in one pan, preparing all the 

necessary products directly in it.

Your new assistant has 45 automatic control programs, 

13 levels of protection and a ceramic non-stick coating that 

is easy to clean and is super durable, also includes a recipe 

book, and accessories for the ease of combining ingredients.

MP5015PSD
Made in Korea



Ivory

Green apple

Orange

Dark cherry

Red

MP5015PSD

Color Key Features

5 litre volume of container for cooking
Cooking under pressure
Cooking with steam
Electronic cooking
45 automatic control programs
13 levels of protection
A recipe book included in the set

Made in Korea



MP5010PSD

Multicooker Oursson MP5010PSD - a device used for baking, 

boiling, frying and steaming.

Thanks to 52 cooking programs and 7 levels of vapor 

pressure, you can create your culinary masterpieces. Multicooker 

can keep cooked food warm up to 24 hours after cooking, if they 

are not removed from the multicooker after a signal of willingness 

and/or turned off programm. Thanks to special plate-rack can 

be quickly steamed cooking under pressure. Also, you can fully 

control the process of cooking thanks to the friendly interface and 

clear display and select the degree of readiness of a dish with a 

single button.



Ivory

Green apple

Orange

Dark cherry

Red

MP5010PSD

Color Key Features

Digital control
Fast preparation of dishes under steam pressure 
Information LED display
52 automatic cooking programs 
Non-stick coating preparation container
7 levels of vapor pressure 
Delayed Start Timer
Cookbook in the set




